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The SurSose of this SuElication is to serve as an organ ofAsEury
Theological Seminary for the dissemination of material of interest
and value Srimarily to its immediate constituency of alumni, stu
dents and friends, Eut also to a Eroader readershiS of churchmen,
theologians, students and other interested Sersons.
Material SuElished in this Mournal aSSears here Eecause of its in
trinsic value in the on-going discussion of theological issues. While
this SuElication does not Sretend to comSete with those theological
Mournals sSeciali]ing in articles of technical scholarshiS, it affirms
a commitment to rigorous standards of academic integrity and
SroShetic forthrightness.
The ReoSening of
John Wesley
s
City Road ChaSel
A Call for Methodist Renewal
Ey Frank Bateman Stanger
Wesley
s City Road ChaSel in London, England, is to Methodism
what CanterEury is to Anglicans and WittenEerg is to Lutherans. It is
the Slace where it all started ᪽ the visiEle roots ᪽ the symEolic
center for Methodists around the world. In a real sense it may Ee
sSoken of as the cathedral of world Methodism.
The OSening of the ChaSel in 
For nearly  years   -  , the former King
s Foundery at the
northeast corner of FinsEury STuare near Moorfields, London,
served as the headTuarters of the new Methodist movement. John
Wesley had acTuired it for   Sounds, Eut it was so dilaSidated that
 Sounds had to Ee sSent on reSairs Eefore it could Ee used as a
Methodist chaSel and headTuarters. Out of this vast uncouth heaS of
ruins Wesley made a chaSel that would accommodate , SeoSle.
There was a smaller meeting room for  and also a room for selUng
Eooks. Over these Euildings were living Tuarters for John Wesley, his
Sreachers and domestic staff.
Here at the Foundery, Sreaching services were held at  a.m. on
working days for the working SeoSle. Here in  Wesley oSened
the first free disSensary in London since the dissolution of the
monasteries, engaging an aSothecary and a surgeon. Here also he
founded a free school with two masters for  children, a lending
Dr. Frank Bateman Stanger is President of AsEury Theological
Seminary. He holds the S.T.M. and S.T.D. degrees from TemSle
University as well as several honorary degrees.
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society in  and in  rented an adMoining house to Ee an
almshouse for widows and Soor orShans.
After nearly  years of hard use, almost everything in the
Foundery was worn out and desSite reSeated reSairs, the Sremises
were in ruins. The lease had nearly e[Sired, so there was need to find
a Sermanent home for what had Eecome an influential sSiritual
movement.
NearEy the Foundery, across from the Eurial ground of Bunhill
Fields on the other side of a lane now known as City Road, was a
large Eare field which had Eeen created in the swamSs Ey cartloads of
earth from the Euilding work at St. Paul
s Cathedral Churchyard. In
 John Wesley leased an acre of the field and Slanned his new
ChaSel.
Many financial difficulties had to Ee overcome in the Euilding of
the ChaSel, Eut helS came from rich and Soor alike. King George III
gave masts of EattleshiSs from the DeStford dockyards for Sillars,
and these suSSorted the gallery for  years. A Mr. Andrews of
Hereford gave the SulSit which is still in use.
On ASril ,  Wesley Sersonally laid the cornerstone which
had a Erass Slate on it containing the words This was laid Ey Mr.
John Wesley on ASril , . ProEaEly this will Ee seen no more Ey
any human eye, Eut it will remain there until the Earth and the works
thereof are Eurnt uS.
USon this stone Wesley stood while he Sreached from the te[t in
NumEers  ᪽ What hath God wrought. In his sermon he
declared Methodism is not a new religion, Eut the old religion of the
BiEle ... of the Srimitive church ... of the Church of England ... no
other than the love of God to all mankind.
Nearly  months later, on All Saints Day, NovemEer , , the
new ChaSel was oSened. John Wesley
s regard for All Saints Day ᪽
a festival I dearly love ᪽ may have decided the date of the oSening
of the new ChaSel Eefore it was Tuite comSlete.
Mr. Wesley made the following entry in his Journal concerning the
oSening of the new ChaSel in the City Road ᪽
Sunday, NovemEer  , was the day aSSointed for oSening the
new chaSel in the City Road. It is Serfectly neat, Eut not fine
and contains far more SeoSle than the Foundery I Eelieve,
together with the morning chaSel, as many as the TaEer
nacle. Many were afraid that the multitudes, crowding from

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all Sarts, would have occasioned much disturEance. But
they were haSSily disaSSointed there was none at all all
was Tuietness, decency, and order. I Sreached on Sart of
Solomon
s Prayer at the Dedication of the TemSle and Eoth
in the morning and afternoon when I Sreached on the
hundred forty and four thousand standing with the LamE on
Mount =ion God was eminently Sresent in the midst of the
congregation.
No official reSort of the oSening was issued, and none of the
London Sreachers, who were surely Sresent John Pawson, Thomas
Coke, John Atlay, and Thomas Olivers, left even a Sersonal record
of the day
s events. Nothing survives e[ceSt the Eare reminiscence
that Olivers, the writer of the hymn The God of AEraham Praise,
was seen standing at one of the doors holding a collection Slate.
PerhaSs that was why he did not have time to make any Mournalistic
notes, although he was Mr. Wesley
s corrector of the Sress.
One Sress corresSondent was Sresent, however, and his reSort
gives an interesting though inadeTuate account of the event. The
following was his reSort which though it reads like a caricature
today, gives a clear Sicture of the Slain, unadorned character of early
Methodism
The first Tuarter of an hour of the Rev. Mr. John Wesley
s
sermon was addressed to his numerous female auditory on
the aEsurdity of the enormous dressing of their heads and
his religious laEours have so much converted the women
who attended at that Slace of worshiS that widows, wives
and young ladies aSSeared on Sunday without curls,
without flying caSs, and without feathers. . . .
The ChaSel was not finally comSleted until . On August ,
, Wesley notes in his Journal that he moved into his new home,
Must in front and to the left of the ChaSel. Here Wesley lived for the
last  years of his life, until his death on March , .
Mr. Wesley was Sleased with the new stage in his ministry which
resulted from the oSening of the new ChaSel. He wrote to Sarah
CrosEy The work of God SrosSers well in London. A new ChaSel
Erings almost a new congregation, and hereEy the old is greatly
stirred uS. Let us all work while the day is

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During John Wesley
s e[tensive travels away from London, his
Erother Charles was usually minister of the ChaSel. He was assisted
Ey three ordained Anglican ministers. At first no laymen ᪽ no
Sreacher not esSecially ordained ᪽ was allowed to officiate within
the ChaSel e[ceSt on weekdays. Finally, at the insistence of the
trustees of the ChaSel, this rule was rela[ed.
After Wesley
s death in , City Road ChaSel continued as a
Sreaching Slace and gradually gained recognition as the center of
Methodist tradition, as the Methodist movement Eecame worldwide.
On DecemEer ,   the ChaSel was nearly destroyed Ey fire. The
firemen had difficulty in finding the hydrant Eecause of the thick fog
and then had to thaw out the taS with salt Eecause the water was
fro]en. At last the fire was e[tinguished Eut not Eefore consideraEle
damage had Eeen done.
This necessitated an e[Sensive restoration which was comSleted in
time for the centenary of John Wesley
s death oEserved in . The
Eeautiful Adam ceiling was reSlaced Ey a reSlica. George Hi
s shiS
masts were reSlaced Ey Sillars of French MasSer given Ey the Methodists
of America, Canada, South Africa, Australia, the West Indies and
Ireland. Stained glass windows were Sresented Ey the Primitive
Methodists, the United Methodist Free Church and the Methodist
New Conne[ion, now all united in the one Methodist Church of
Great Britain. A vestiEule, choir stalls and an organ were added.
During the - war years the ChaSel was in the midst of one of
the most Eadly damaged EomEed areas of London. Between it and
St. Paul
s Cathedral very little was left standing, yet Eoth shrines
remained intact. On the night of the worst raid of the war, the
Euildings all around were gutted Ey fire. Wesley
s ChaSel was saved
only Ey the heroism of volunteer fire watchers and Ey the fact that the
wind miraculously changed twice in the same night.
The Restoration of the ChaSel ᪽ -
Wesley
s City Road ChaSel was in continuous use from its first
restoration in  until . In this latter year the Euilding was
condemned Ey the Borough Council as unsafe for SuElic gatherings.
Mr. Trevor Wilkinson, chief architect of the recent restoration,
descriEed the reasons for the condemnation of the ChaSel. He said
the original Euilding was Euilt on a timEer raft, little of which now
remained. Dry and wet rot had attacked a numEer of the structural

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timEers and dry rot was later found in the aSse area. There were
ominous Eulges in the north and south e[ternal walls caused Ey the
walls themselves Eeing too frail for the amount of window oSenings
and the weight they had to carry. The roof reTuired maMor reSairs.
The general aSSearance was that of a Euilding Eadly in need of
restoration.
The issue Eefore the British Methodists was whether or not to
attemSt such an e[tensive restoration of the ChaSel. For a time it
looked as though it would not Ee attemSted, for in  the British
Methodist Conference decided to tear the Euilding down.
The Eattle to save Wesley
s ChaSel actually Eegan in the British
House of Commons. It started with a successful attemSt to set afire
with enthusiasm for the rescue of this historic Methodist site two of
Britain
s leading Soliticians, Eoth Methodists, Eut from different
Solitical Sarties. They were the then SSeaker of the House, the Rt.
Hon. Selwyn Lloyd, and the then DeSuty SSeaker, now the SSeaker,
the Rt. Hon. George Thomas.
The Rev. N. Allen Birtwhistle, then Sastor of Wesley
s City Road
ChaSel, called on the honoraEle gentlemen and told them of the
Slight of the ChaSel and the dismal SrosSects for its restoration.
George Thomas says he will never forget the way in which the Rev.
Mr. Birtwhistle sat down in front of them Eoth and talked and talked.
The result was they were set afire with the SrosSect of rescuing the
ChaSel from destruction and they helSed create a Slan of camSaign.
Mr. Thomas recalls that early in the Slanning was the sense of
needing to aSSeal to American Methodists for suEstantial helS.
UndouEtedly to BishoS James Mathews of the Washington D.C.
area of the United Methodist Church goes the credit for sSarking the
initiation of the camSaign among American Methodists to save
Wesley
s City Road ChaSel. After he had learned during a visit to
England of the dismal SrosSect of any restoration, he went home and
shared his deeS concerns with the Council of BishoSs. Soon Slans
emerged which made it SossiEle for American Methodists to Slay
such a significant role in helSing finance the restoration.
Recently in London, the SSeaker of the House of Commons, the
Rt. Hon. George Thomas, Said triEute to BishoS Mathews as a
watershed in saving Wesley
s ChaSel. He said that the BishoS
s
indignance at the thought of the demolition of the ChaSel had
made him ashamed and stirred him to action.
Mr. Charles Parlin, Methodist layman in the United States,

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contriEuted more than , to SuElici]e the cause of restoration
so that every dollar contriEuted in North America could go directly
to the reconstruction of the Euilding. The United Methodist Heritage
Foundation under the leadershiS of the Rev. Dr. Frank Wanek, Ey
Eringing hundreds of American Methodists to London annually,
made sure the restoration camSaign received word-of-mouth
SuElicity.
The work of restoration Eegan in . The original estimate for
the work was aSSro[imately one million dollars. No reader aware of
the times in which we live will Ee surSrised to learn that the actual
cost has nearly douEled, reaching an aSSro[imate total of . million
dollars.
The work of restoration encountered serious difficulties. No
sooner was it decided to restore the ChaSel than an Alliance of
Radical Methodists was formed to oSSose such a SroMect. These
Sersons wanted to sSend the money for a new mission in London
s
East End, where John Wesley had ministered to the Soor.
Several times the work of reconstruction was aEout to Ee called to
a halt Eecause of lack of funds. Two centuries Eefore, similar
circumstances had occurred when Mr. Wesley was first Euilding the
ChaSel. The work would stoS until Methodist societies to whom Mr.
Wesley had aSSealed would send in the necessary funds to resume the
work of construction. So, too, during this recent restoration a
generous gift or gifts always arrived in time for the work on the
ChaSel to continue.
Even though the contriEutions for the restoration of the ChaSel
came mainly from Methodists in Great Britain and the United States,
gifts were also received from Methodists around the world. In the
closing months the financial camSaign was guaranteed success Ey a
challenge grant of   , from the Kresge Foundation.
The actual work in restoration included maMor SroMects such as
staEili]ing Easement and suSerstructure walls stiffening and
suSSorting gallery structure with additional steel work and
structural timEers restoring e[tensive elevations, including taking
down and reEuilding SaraSets and reSairs to Erickwork facings and
stone features restoring the main chaSel roof and smaller roofs
restoring and imSroving the interior, including reSairs to walls,
marEle, ceiling, gallery, stained glass and other features redec
orating and gilding the walls, ceilings and gallery dry rot reSairs
restoring the Foundery ChaSel and refurEishing Radnor Room

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cleaning and restoring the John Wesley statue which adorns the
courtyard in front of the ChaSel.
There are only Umited changes in the ChaSel as a result of the
restoration. The reSlacement of the heavy late nineteenth century
vestiEule screen Ey a Slain glass one allows the worshiSer entering the
front door to aSSreciate the SroSortions of the original Euilding.
While retaining the original communion area in the aSse Eehind the
SulSit, a new communion sSace with a new communion taEle and
chairs in front of the SulSit has Eeen designed. The new altar is glass
toSSed, and is etched with the dove and serSent motif symEolic of
Seace and healing which is used throughout the chaSel. The framing
for the taEle is in the shaSe of a cradle, a uniTue reminder that God
came to earth as a EaEy in a manger.
The ReoSening of the ChaSel
NovemEer , 
The restored Wesley
s City Road ChaSel was reoSened on
Wednesday, NovemEer , , e[actly  years to the day that the
ChaSel was first oSened and consecrated Ey Mr. Wesley. My wife
and son and I were Srivileged to Ee Sresent at the first service held in
the restored ChaSel. It was an unforgettaEle e[Serience, with
memories to Ee treasured forever.
It was a mild autumn afternoon in London. There were alternate
Seriods of sunshine and clouds. It had rained earlier in the day, Eut
the rain was all over long Eefore the  S.m. service which was the
first of the three services scheduled for the day of reoSening. We will
never forget the sight when we first arrived at the ChaSel. With a
crowd of SeoSle already gathered along Eoth sides of the street and in
front of the large iron gates, the security officers were making their
final checks in SreSaration for the visit of Her MaMesty, 4ueen
Eli]aEeth II, and His Royal Highness, the Duke of EdinEurgh.
Uniformed Eoys and girls ᪽ memEers of youth Erigades ᪽ were
Eusily at work trying to keeS the leaves Sicked uS which were steadily
falling from the many trees in the courtyard, in order that the
Savement might Ee as clean as SossiEle for the royal guests.
Great solemnity was given the  S.m. service Ey the Sresence of
Her MaMesty, 4ueen Eli]aEeth II and His Royal Highness, Prince
PhiliS. This was the first time in history that a reigning British
Sovereign has attended a Methodist service.
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Adding an ecumenical note was the Sresence of the ArchEishoS of
CanterEury, the Rev. Dr. Donald Coggan the BishoS of London,
the Rev. Dr. Gerald Ellison the Roman Catholic Au[iliary BishoS of
Westminster, the Rt. Rev. ChristoSher Butler the Moderator of the
Free Church Federal Council, the Rev. Stanley Turl and the Mayor
of Islington, Councillor Mrs. Doris Rogers, in whose Eorough the
ChaSel is located.
Gathered for the service were Methodists from Great Britain, the
United States, Malaysia, JaSan, Kenya, India, Sri Lanka, Germany,
Sweden, Korea, LiEeria, Ireland, Australia and the PhiliSSines. Two
hundred years Eefore John Wesley went from City Road ChaSel into
the world which he considered his Sarish on this day the world Eeat a
Sath to his door.
Though soldiers once were flogged for attending Methodist
services, trumSeters of the HonouraEle Artillery ComSany sounded
a fanfare as Her MaMesty, the 4ueen and His Royal Highness, the
Duke of EdinEurgh moved into the ChaSel at  S.m. The 4ueen
was dressed in a fitted turTuoise coat and matching hat, with Elack
Satent accessories. The Srocessional hymn was the Eest known of all
of Charles Wesley
s hymns, O for a thousand tongues to sing my
great Redeemer
s Sraise. Three other Charles Wesley hymns were
used during the service Love Divine, all loves e[celling, Moy of
heaven to earth come down O Thou who camest from aEove the
Sure celestial fire to imSart and CaStain of Israel
s host, and Guide
of all who seek the land aEove.
Marked more Ey simSlicity than Ey drama, the service of hymns,
Srayers, lessons and sermon lasted only  minutes. The service was
Sresided over Ey the Rev. Dr. Donald English, President of the
Methodist Church of Great Britain. The reading of the lessons
Erought to the reader
s desk, in succession, an American layman, Dr.
Charles Parlin, who read from I Kings  a British Srince, the Duke of
EdinEurgh, who read from I Peter  and a British laywoman, Mrs.
Mary Lenton, Vice President of the British Methodist Conference,
who read from Matthew .
Prayers of thanksgiving included the ministry of the Wesleys, the
house of Srayer which was Eeing reoSened, the life and witness of all
those who have worshiSed in the ChaSel, and the fact that for 
years the GosSel has Eeen Sreached in this Slace. God was also
thanked for the skill and craftsmanshiS of those who have renewed
this Euilding and for the generosity of those in many lands who have

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made this work SossiEle.
The Srayers of rededication were focused uSon the restored
ChaSel, a renewed commitment to the Wesleyan theological
tradition, and the Sresent and future ministries of the ChaSel.
During the service intercessions were made for the holy, catholic,
aSostohc church the ministry of the church at home and aEroad the
4ueen and the Duke the leaders of the nations of the world the city
of London and its concerns and the sick, the lonely and the
Eereaved for Srisoners of conscience and victims of Soverty and
oSSression, that they may Ee strengthened and comforted.
The sermon was Sreached Ey the Rev. Dr. Colin Morris, former
minister of the ChaSel, e[-President of the Methodist Church of
Great Britain, and now DeSuty Head of Religious Broadcasting of
the British Broadcasting ComSany. He chose the same te[t which
Mr. Wesley had used  years Eefore when the ChaSel was first
oSened. It is found in I Kings  ... I have hallowed this house,
which thou hast Euilt, to Sut my name there forever and mine eyes
and mine heart shall Ee there SerSetually.

Even two centuries later,
 said Colin Morris, 
that te[t has a
very churchy ring aEout it for a Sreacher who either reMected
or was eMected from many of the sacred Slaces of his time,
who celeErated the God he saw at work not within hallowed
walls Eut in the market Slace, down the mine and on slave
shiSs. It is an even more unfashionaEle te[t Ey today
s
standards when the trendy thing is to declare that God is at
work everywhere and anywhere in the world ᪽ anywhere
e[ceSt SossiEly in the Church which, say the critics, is the
one Slace on earth God avoids like the Slague.

But, he added, Wesley knew his Old Testament. He realised
that God Eecame our God, not as he is generally Sresent in
his creation, Eut as he sSecifically acceSts hosSitality in ours.

God
s name is uSon this Slace,
 said Dr. Morris.

In its  years of history, this Euilding has Eeen known Ey a
numEer of names ᪽ The New Foundery, City Road ChaSel,
The New ChaSel . . . Eut the name Ey which it is Eest known,
Wesley
s ChaSel, is not one that Wesley himself would have

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allowed. He knew whose name is uSon this Slace, and it
wasn
t his.


Out there God is indeed at work secretly, anonymously, and
imSerceStiEly, and may Ee known Ey many names or none,
Eut here in this Slace and all like it, he is identified, known as
God and Saviour. . . .

The Church, said Colin Morris, must always Ee the focus of
distinctive and recognisaEle Christian Eelief

What is Christian Sreaching Eut the Church declaring
roundly that in his name and in none other is salvation to Ee
found"

It was Eecause the eyes of God are here, said Dr. Morris
referring to the te[t, that the Church often seems to Ee cross-
grained to the life of our time. Christians must try to see
through the eyes of God.

It is not that we Christians are cantankerous Ey nature and
haSSiest when swimming against the stream. . . . We try to
see with the eyes of God through the refractive lens of the
GosSel. . . . Through God
s eyes the first are already last, and
the last, first the strutting tyrant, swollen with self-
imSortance, shrinks to insignificance and the falling
sSarrow occuSies the centre of the stage.


The Church marches to a different drummer and her ga]e is
so SreoccuSied that she can neither Ee e[cited Ey the
Sromise of UtoSia nor cast down Ey the threat of
Armageddon. She sees the invisiEle, looks through the eyes
of God uSon an unSromising Sresent and discerns in tiny
Sortents, unnoticed Ey the generality, already Srefigured
Christ
s Kingdom stretching from shore to shore, Christ
s
reign consummated, his victory already comSlete.

As the te[t said, God
s heart was also in this Slace, said Colin
Morris.

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Because God
s heart is cruciform, it is not the oEMect of
mystical veneration Eut a source of moral energy, the Sower
of Sersonal regeneration. Since God
s heart is here, the
Church is the Slace of Eoundless resource. Here there is an
endless store of that one commodity the world is not stock
Siling Eut for want of which it is dying ᪽ the thing that
makes God God, holy love.


When Wesley set out to Euild this Slace, the CorSoration of
the City of London gave him a  year lease. Wesley with
cavalier disregard for local authority had carved on the
foundation stone ᪽ This edifice will remain until the earth
and all its works are Eurned uS. Wesley well knew it would
take much longer than  years for the sSring of holy love
which issues from the heart of God to run dry.


This edifice will remain until the earth and its works are
Eurned uS. Well, it was a close-run thing this time. This
artifact of Erick and stone is destined to Sass away in due
time, Eut that edifice, the Church of living stones, uSon
which God has set his name, which is the eyes of God and is
gathered to his heart ᪽ that Church will stand even when
the earth and its works are Eurned uS, until it is transcended
in the Kingdom of the glorified Christ.
 ᪽ as reSorted Ey
Byron Breed in A Methodist Recorder, NovemEer , .
The reoSening service reached its sSiritual clima[ in a moving
Srayer for the renewal of Methodist work in our generation.
Immediately following the Eenediction and Sreceding the reces
sional the congregation Moined in the singing of the British national
anthem, God Save Our Gracious 4ueen.
As I was Sresent at the service, and as afterwards I wandered
around the courtyard and the adMoining cemetery where John Wesley
is Euried, I thought aEout some of the similarities Eetween the oSen
ing of the ChaSel in  and the reoSening in  and also tried to
imagine some of the contrasts.
There were many similarities. We were worshiSing in the same
sanctuary. We were singing Charles Wesley
s hymns. There was the
same warmth of fellowshiS which is e[Serienced when Methodists
gather together. The order of worshiS had Eeen SreSared so carefully
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that its Srogression and dignified format and theological content
would have Eeen Sleasing to Mr. Wesley who was so enamored Ey
Anglican worshiS. The same GosSel of redemStion was Eeing
Sreached from the SulSit. The sermon revealed a high Wesleyan view
of the church as a divinely-aSSointed institution. There was a
sensitivity to and concern for the needs of a whole world.
But there were also some drastic contrasts Eetween  and .
What a contrast in crediEility and resSectaEility. During Wesley
s
time even British soldiers were flogged for attending Methodist
services. However, in  Her MaMesty, 4ueen Eli]aEeth and her
husEand, the Duke of EdinEurgh were Sresent at the reoSening
service, and the Duke read one of the ScriSture lessons.
I recall reading that Charles Wesley Jr.
s amEition as a musician
was to Slay the organ in St. Paul
s Cathedral, London. But the
Srivilege was denied him Eecause they wanted no Wesleys here. But
today in the main Sart of Westminster AEEey there aSSears a
Eeautifully inscriEed wall SlaTue in triEute to the lives and ministries
of John and Charles Wesley.
There was also the contrast Eetween an ecclesiastical ostracism in
 and a genuine ecumenism in . The SulSits of Anglican
churches were closed to John Wesley. The early Methodists were
often Sersecuted Ey angry religionists. But in  the ArchEishoS of
CanterEury, the BishoS of London, and the Au[iliary BishoS of the
Roman CathoUc Archdiocese of Westminster were Sresent to helS
celeErate the reoSening of the ChaSel.
As the honoraEle SSeaker, Mr. Thomas, commented in reflecting
uSon the events of the reoSening days How was Wesley to dream
 years ago that  years later the Monarch of the realm, the
ArchEishoS of CanterEury and the Roman Catholic BishoS would
gather to recogni]e his work"
I thought also of the contrast in the striking evidences of
urEani]ation. When Mr. Wesley oSened his ChaSel it was located in
what might Ee called the country section of the city. It was Euilt in an
oSen field. City Road was Must a lane.
But everything has changed now. Wesley
s ChaSel and associated
Euildings are now almost comSletely surrounded Ey office Euildings
and high-rise aSartments. It almost seems as if the widening traffic
lanes were trying to swallow uS the cemetery Eehind the church.
Wesley
s house seems almost to lean on the Euilding erected so
closely to it. Everywhere are the signs of the Eusy activities of a
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teeming city with SeoSle and vehicles hurrying to and fro. I recall
with what difficulty we finally crossed City Road in order to enter the
Church for the reoSening service.
I mention a final contrast across the  years. In  even though
Methodism in England consisted of a system of organi]ed societies
and the Methodist movement was Eeginning to sSread into the New
World, in no true sense could it have Eeen sSoken of as an
ecclesiastical institution. One man ᪽ John Wesley ᪽ was still the
head of the church and was aEle to control it. Church Eureaucracy as
we know it today ᪽ and certainly some of it is necessary Eecause of
the magnitude of the churches served ᪽ simSly did not e[ist.
But today each of the denominations comSrising world
Methodism and world Methodism in its totality must Ee viewed as
vast ecclesiastical Methodist institutions. The World Methodist
Council reSresents  different Methodist or Methodist-related
grouSs at work in  countries of the world. The United Methodist
Church consists of nearly  million memEers and a constituency of
 million. The Methodist Church in Great Britain has a memEershiS
of , and a constituency of one and a half million.
Put Methodists of the world together and there are  miUion.
When we consider what aSSears to Ee legitimate constituencies, the
total figure aSSro[imates  million. What a contrast Eetween Mr.
Wesley and his handful of Methodists on the one hand, and the
mighty army of Srofessing Methodists in the world today.
Unfortunately, in some contemSorary circumstances there may
aSSear a contrast Eetween Tuantity and Tuality when we consider the
aEove.
The Call to Renewal
Methodism has moved forward across the years through a series of
reEirths. Always a movement of the SSirit, Wesleyanism has Eeen
reSeatedly re-energi]ed and ofttimes redirected through the Sower of
the Holy SSirit.
In  the late W. E. Sangster, long a leader in Eoth British and
world Methodism, SuEhshed his Eook entitled Methodism Can Be
Born Again. He called uSon his fellow Methodists to recover
Aldersgate to reali]e that Methodism is Srimarily a message, not a
machine to engage anew in Sersonal evangelism to make SossiEle
the recovery of fellowshiS to refuse to yield to any attitude of
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defeatism and to offer Christ as the only adeTuate Savior, aEle to
save to the uttermost, delivering from Eoth the guilt and Sower of sin.
Was Methodism Eorn again during those critical Sost-war years in
resSonse to Sangster
s Slea" Was Methodism really Eorn again at any
time during the author
s life" Could Sangster have written a seTuel to
his earlier Eook under the title Methodism Has Been Born Againl
In sSite of the uncertain answers to such Tuestions, let it Ee
asserted Eoldly that we are now in a Seriod in the life of Methodism
which cries out for sSiritual renewal. Look at the need for such
renewal in the very land of the Wesleys. MemEershiS in the British
Methodist Church has Eeen declining since , which means that
the church has Eeen reduced Ey almost one-half its memEershiS
during this century. It is estimated that now there are more Muslims
in the land of John Wesley than Methodists.
Dr. Jeffrey Harris, head of the missions division in the British
Methodist Church, cited the following sociological factors which
have influenced the church
s decline in memEershiS ShilosoShical
skeSticism the imSact of science on religion the great emShasis on
reason, knowledge and Srogress seculari]ation and the raSid
movement of SoSulations.
It is evident in Britain that a dechning church has not had the
Senetrating influence uSon society which a Christian church should
have. At the height of his ministry W. E. Sangster called for a revival
in England in his widely SuElici]ed sermon This Britain. In that
sermon he Sointed out the drastic and widesSread effects which a
dynamic sSiritual renewal would have uSon the whole of Britain
s
life. But actually the revival never occurred.
Again I Tuote from the Rt. Hon. George Thomas who is so
Srominent in British Methodist lay leadershiS today. ASSeaUng for
Methodism to Ering its message of redemStion, forgiveness and
salvation to Eear uSon Britains he said, Never have we had more
Eroken lives, Eroken homes and lovely youth sSoiled Eefore .
Something is wrong with Christians who do not feel they need to Ee
involved.
Methodism in the United States needs renewal. While the
eSiscoSal leadershiS of the church on the one hand, and the grass
roots memEershiS on the other, give evidence of genuine evangelical
concerns and commitment, there are many areas in the life of the
church, such as the Eureaucratic leadershiS of Eoards and agencies
and the theological emShases of church-related colleges and
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seminaries, which manifest what in my oSinion is an unwholesome
and deEilitating theological Sluralism.
The United Methodist Church has also Eeen Slagued with a
declining memEershiS in recent years. Nearly a million memEers
have Eeen lost in the Sast decade. Evangelically-oriented Methodists
are, likewise, greatly concerned aEout Eoth the reduction of
missionary Sersonnel overseas and what aSSears to Ee the shift of
focus in the Srimary oEMective of missionary activity.
On NovemEer ,  the EishoSs of the United Methodist
Church issued their midTuadrennial message. The need for renewal
is continually sensed in their message
The sSirit of United Methodism has Eegun to lessen in the
U.S. when measured in institutional statistical terms.
Sometimes the church has failed to Ee an agent of
transformation and renewal . . . has refused to Ee the Body of
Christ . . . has turned Eack to ancient heresies, in the guise of
new moments . . . has sought to save its own life in an illusory
Tuest for safety and security.
Too often its witness has Eeen Elunted Ey a comfortaEle
accommodation to its own cultural setting while its
SreoccuSation with internal concerns has thwarted its
engagement with the needs of humanity.
The same need for renewal so evident in Britain and the United
States is aSSarent in Methodism elsewhere around the world. Call
the roll of our fellow Methodists ᪽ in Africa, Asia, Australia and the
Pacific Islands, continental EuroSe, Central America and the
CariEEean, South America ᪽ and there is the same call for renewal
and reEirth in and through the church.
Dr. George G. Hunter III, evangelism e[ecutive in the United
Methodist Church, states that the Methodist movement Eorn in
evangelism has now Slateaued. He declares that it is no longer a
Sowerful, contagious world movement. He Soints out what he
Eelieves to Ee the towering reason why Methodism lacks sSiritual
imSact and thus is not fulfilling its Sotential. He writes
I Eelieve that world Methodism has e[Serienced this
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EShesian Syndrome
 in many, many lands. Time and again
this Easic story is reSeated After some years of e[Sloration,
estaElishing crediEility, learning the SeoSle
s culture,
estaElishing mission stations and Christian institutions, and
in general gaining a foothold and a Ease among the SeoSle,
we then e[Serience one or two generations of significant
movemental Christian growth ᪽ disciSling new SeoSle,
Slanting new congregations, influencing and liEerating
society.
However in, say, the third generation we Slateau. Christians
who were children of Christians, who have never known
what it is like to coSe with e[istence comSletely outside of
the realm of Christian faith, arise to Eecome the new leaders
of the church. Because they have never e[Serienced Eeing
newly evangeli]ed, and Eecause they mistake the masks that
non-Christians wear for their real faces, they do not Eelieve
that evangeli]ing non-Christian SeoSles is suSremely
imSortant.
So, in our contemSorary age, Methodism cries out for
renewal
The ReoSening of Wesley
s ChaSel
A Call For Renewal
The singing of the first hymn O for a thousand tongues to sing my
great Redeemer
s Sraise at the reoSening service on NovemEer ,
, was a reassuring redemStive e[Serience in itself. The SeoSle
called Methodists could rela[ in the knowledge that whatever else
might change, the music in the sinner
s ears would continue to
Ering hfe and health and Seace.
As Sreviously mentioned, the service of worshiS at the reoSening
of the ChaSel reached its sSiritual clima[ as the President of the
Methodist Church in Great Britain led in the Srayer for renewal
Almighty God, who raised uS your servants John and
Charles Wesley to Sroclaim anew the gift of redemStion and
the life of holiness Ee with us their children and revive your
work among us ... .
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Methodist leaders are universal in their e[Sression of the hoSe that
the reoSening of Wesley
s ChaSel will Ee a fresh stimulus to sSiritual
renewal throughout all the churches of Methodism. BishoS James
Mathews, secretary of the United Methodist Council of BishoSs and
a moving sSirit in the restoration effort, said
ReoSening Wesley
s ChaSel will give fresh stimulus not only
to this congregation Eut to the Methodist movement
throughout the world. It is a tremendous thing for
worldwide Methodism to engage in a thrust of this kind.
This is not Must a shrine Eut a Ease for effective mission. No
movement can e[ist without landmarks and this is an
imSortant one. Because we chose to invest in reconstruction,
this Euilding will make SossiEle a far more effective ministry
to human needs.
Dr. Donald English, President of the Methodist Church in Great
Britain, is viErant in his hoSe of the constructive sSiritual effects of
the reoSening of the ChaSel. He declares
The reconstruction of Wesley
s ChaSel has affirmed the
imSortance of our history and heritage. We rightly worry
aEout individuals who lose their memories. We should Ee
concerned aEout institutions which do so, too. A sense of
one
s origins is vital to a SroSer assessment of one
s
SrosSects .... A clearer understanding of our history should
make us more aware ofwhat we have to offer to and what we
need from fellow Christians of other denominations. We
cherish our corSorate history as Methodists Eecause ofwhat
God has Eeen Sleased to do for and through us. Wesley
s
ChaSel, City Road, stands as a symEol of it all. We can Ee
grateful for all that has Eeen done and Ee renewed in faith for
the future. The Eest of all is, God is with us
Dr. Alan Walker of AustraHa who has recently Eecome the leader
of evangelism for world Methodism, sees the ChaSel as a symEol of
the gathering sSiritual restoration in Methodism. He says further
Far more than a Sile of masonry, it not only celeErates the work of
Wesley Eut will stimulate new work.
Methodist BishoS Lawi Imathiu of Kenya said the ChaSel is a
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reminder that Wesley found it SossiEle to resSond in very difficult
times and that it is SossiEle for us today, too, to share Christ in sSite
of great difficulty.
The signs of renewal in world Methodism are encouraging. In
Great Britain the decline in Methodist memEershiS is slowing down.
The mood of skeSticism seems to have worked through. There is a
growing awareness of some sickness in British society and there is the
thought again that Christianity has some answers. There is a
develoSing Sool of interest in religion. University students are asking
religious Tuestions. The house church movement is growing. Last
year reflected an increase in Eoth new memEers and candidates for
the ministry.
The British Methodist Church seems to Ee moving out of a Seriod
of decline and deSression into a Seriod of activation and renewal.
The church is once again talking seriously aEout evangelism after a
numEer of years of silence.
ReSresentative of the new sSirit in British Methodism is the
SroMected ministry of the reoSened Wesley
s ChaSel. The ChaSel will
seek to fulfill three ministries  the cathedral church of world
Methodism,  the mother church of British Methodism,  a Sarish
church in one of the most difficult Sarts of London.
Wesley
s ChaSel is committed to fulfilling its role as a neighEor
hood church, with Eoth evangelistic and Sastoral outreach. Located
in the eastern Sart of the city of London, a world Eanking center, the
area includes Eoth new high-rise lu[ury aSartments and industrial
workers
 Tuarters. Also there are two hosSitals and a City University
nearEy.
A new ministry of Wesley
s ChaSel will Ee the formation ofwhat is
e[Sected to Ee called the Wesley Community. It will Ee comSrised
of four theological students, two from the U.S., one from England
and one from Africa. They will form an intentional community, Ee
housed in one of the Euildings in the Wesley
s ChaSel comSle[, and
serve as Sart of the ChaSel staff seeking to e[tend the outreach and
ministry of the ChaSel to the neighEorhood.
The reoSening of the ChaSel also will mean resumStion of several
chaSlaincies which were susSended during restoration, including
ministries to doctors, nurses and others in two hosSitals and to
students at the new City University.
There are also hoSeful signs of renewal within Methodism in the
United States. There are signs that churches are growing in deSth of
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sSiritual awareness and commitment. The contemSorary age
aSSears as one which is Eecoming increasingly suSSortive of faith.
There are signs of a resurgence in religious life and a new authentic
sSirituality Eeginning to stir in our midst. There is a rising tide of
evangelicalism within the Methodist Church and the influence of
evangelical Christianity is Eecoming increasingly evident.
There is a new insistence uSon EiElical Sreaching and worshiSforms which make for sSirituality. In a very real sense the Holy SSiritis Eeing acknowledged in life and ministry. The evangelistic
oEligation of the church has not for decades Eeen so thoroughly
acknowledged nor so creatively addressed Ey so many SeoSle in so
many ways.
What aEout world Methodism" I Tuote again from Dr. George
Hunter who is Eold to say
There is encouraging evidence that Methodists across the
world do Eelieve in Methodism
s intended future among the
world
s SeoSles. Potentially the most Sowerful and
redemStive years of the Wesleyan heritage lie in its future,
not in its Sast. We are called uSon to sei]e the Srivilege of
Eetting on, Slanning for, and helSing to lead the Methodist
movement
s greatest era. The Eest is yet to Ee.
Dr. Joe Hale, General Secretary of the World Methodist Council,
summari]es it all when he says I Eelieve our generation can see the
Methodist Church Eecome a movement again.
As in his times, so in our day Charles Wesley would rally the
SeoSle called Methodists as a mighty army to defeat the Sowers of sin
and darkness and to win the world to Christ
Soldiers of Christ, arise and Sut your armor on,
Strong in the strength which God suSSlies thro
 His
eternal Son.
Strong in the Lord of Hosts, and in His mighty Sow
r
Who in the strength of Jesus trusts is more than
conTueror.
Stand then in His great might, with all His strength
endued
But take, to arm you for the fight, the SanoSly of God.
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That, having all things done, and all your conflicts
Sassed.
Ye may o
er-come through Christ alone, and stand entire
at last.
Stand then again against your foes, in close and firm
array
Legions of wily fiends oSSose throughout the evil day.
But meet the sons of night Eut mock their vain design,
Armed in the arms of heav
nly light, of righteousness
divine.
Leave no unguarded Slace, no weakness of the soul
Take ev
ry virtue, ev
ry grace, and fortify the whole.
IndissoluEly Moined, to Eattle all Sroceed
But arm yourselves with all the mind that was in Christ,
your Head. ᪽
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Ey Samuel . Rogal
ESithets to descriEe John Wesley
s activities during his long and
Sroductive life have, Ey now, almost Eecome chchds wrestling
JacoE, man of fire, missionary on horseEack, knight of the
Eurning heart, the Lord
s horseman, horseman with a torch,
friend of the SeoSle, and minister to the world. Such references,
mostly in the form of titles to EiograShies and essays, tend to convey
the image of a transient evangeUst, roaming the English countryside
at random, Saying little attention to the necessity for organi]ation or
to the details of an itinerary.
Nothing could Ee further from the truth the founder and leader of
British Methodism stood as its single administrator ᪽its finance
officer, travel agent, moderator, and sSokesman. Rarely, within the
history of movements, societies, or institutions, do we find such
centrali]ed control rarely, do we oEserve an individual so keenly
aware of when, where, and how often he must visit a Sarticular
locality within the realm of his resSonsiEilities.
Naturally, he reTuired a Ease from which to direct the large Eut
loose network of Methodist circuits, societies, and classes naturally,
he chose London, a city that would demand from him almost as
much of his seemingly limitless energy as would the rest of the
island-kingdom comEined . . . all that life can afford, Sroclaimed
Samuel Johnson in Sraise of his nation
s caSital. 
 Within the conte[t
even of John Wesley
s radically different definition and under
standing of life, the statement accurately synthesi]es and identifies
his work in London Eetween the return from Savannah on FeEruary
,  and his death  years later.
Knowledge of Wesley
s Eackground, his ideals, and his limitations
aSSears sufficient to estaElish the Soint that the London emerging
from his Mournals, letters, and diaries in no way resemEles the view of
Samuel . Rogal is a memEer of the DeSartment of English of
Mary Holmes College in West Point, MississiSSi.
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the metroSoHs as Sresented Ey certain Londoners of note during the
same and earUer Seriods. Throughout the diaries of Samuel PeSys,
we see a city undergoing dramatic change and enduring traumatic
events the Restoration, the Great Fire, the Plague, threatened
invasion. Nonetheless, in the midst of such events, PeSys manages to
find the good life ᪽ to travel in high and merry comSany, to oEserve
and record Eoisterous amusements and sSlendid fashions.
For James Boswell, at age , the London of  - Sroves, for a
time, the Serfect Slace to cast off if only for eight months the stern
griS of his father
s disciSline and rigid Calvinism. In coffeehouses,
theaters, Erothels, ladies
 EedchamEers, taverns, and even in the Sews
of churches of several denominations, young Boswell attemSts to see
and do, in less than a year, all that Sreviously had Eeen denied him.
London is undouEtedly a Slace where men and manners
may Ee seen to the greatest advantage. The liEerty and whim
that reigns there occasions a variety of Serfect and curious
characters. Then the immense crowd and hurry and Eustle of
Eusiness and diversion, the great numEer of SuElic Slaces of
entertainment, the noEle churches and the suSerE Euildings
of different kinds, agitate, amuse, and elevate the mind.
Besides, the satisfaction of Sursuing whatever Slan is most
agreeaEle, without Eeing known or looked at, is very great.
Here a young man of curiosity and oEservation may have a
sufficient fund of Sresent entertainment and may lay uS
ideas to emSloy his mind in old age.A
Certainly, Johnson shared a similar liking for a numEer of
Boswell
s Sleasure Salaces, although the great man was, undouEt
edly, restricted in certain areas Eecause of his age. However,
Johnson
s conceSt of London can Eest Ee understood in terms of his
own descriStion of and attitude toward the British caSital . . . when
a man is tired of London, he is tired of life. . . .A
No one will deny that the same scenes ᪽ the same men, manners,
institutions and Euildings ᪽ that attracted Boswell and Johnson also
e[isted for John Wesley. The significant difference, of course, is that
while the former rode the waves of London
s energy and intellectual
stimulation, the latter Slodded through the muck and the waste of
what can only Ee determined as the worst of what the life of the city
had to afford.
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Almost from the moment of his evangelical conversion at
Aldersgate on May , , Wesley set out to strengthen and then to
elevate the souls of the London Soor, to Srovide them some form of
Shysical relief and sSiritual consolation from their miseraEle lot.
Thus, he Slunged into the filthy garrets and underground cellars of
St. Giles Sarish, CriSSlegate, visited the wretched inmates of New
gate Prison, and even rode alongside the condemned as they
made their way to TyEurn. Denied the rights granted to him uSon
ordination as a minister of the Church of England, he took to the
oSen fields of Kennington Common, WhitechaSel, and Moorfields.
When the weather turned wet and cold, he transferred the Eusiness of
conversion indoors ᪽ not to St. Paul
s Cathedral, Christ Church, or
Holy Trinity, Eut to a drafty second-story meeting room in Fetter
Lane, a reclaimed royal armory in USSer Moorfields, a refurEished
Dissenters
 chaSel in West End.
SSlendid homes, crowded choS houses, or imSressive temSles of
worshiS meant little for Wesley, as evidenced from one notation in
his Mournal for Saturday, OctoEer  ,  I returned to London and
found our house in ruins, great Sart of it Eeing taken down, in order
for a thorough reSair. But as much remained as I wanted si[ foot
sTuare suffices me Ey day or Ey night.
 He had, during his tenure at
O[ford, emEraced and fully committed himself to the ideals set
forth Ey law in A Serious Call self-denial stood as a SrinciSal
condition to salvation sSlendor lay only in God and in His
imSoverished human creatures on earth.
Little wonder, then, that the condition of the sSirit ᪽ his own as
well as others
 ᪽ Eecomes the Srism through which Wesley views the
Enghsh caSital. That London is the worst Slace under heaven for
Sreserving a Christian temSer, he writes to Mrs. Mary Pendarves,
any one will immediately think who oEserves that there can Ee none
where its Srofessed, irreconcilaEle enemies, the lust of the eye and the
Sride of life, are more artfully and forciEly recommended.A Thus, he
uncovers lust and Sride at almost every turn, in Slaces where few of
his contemSoraries would even conceive of their e[istence.
In DecemEer , at Montague House, Sredecessor to the British
Museum, he finds that
One large room is filled from toS to Eottom with things
Erought from Otaheite two or three more with things dug
out of the ruins of the Herculaneum Seven huge aSartments
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are filled with the curious Eooks, five with manuscriSts, two
with fossils of all sorts, and the rest with various animals.
But what account will man give to the Judge of Tuick and
dead for a life sSent in collecting all these" ᪽ ^Journal,
VI, .
Seven years earlier, he had come uSon another museum, this one
consisting of uniTue timeSieces and Meweled ornaments, owned Ey
James Co[ in SSring Gardens, Charing Cross. I cannot say my
e[Sectation was disaSSointed, comments the founder of Metho
dism, for I e[Sected nothing, and I found nothing Eut a heaS of
Sretty, glittering trifles, SreSared at an immense e[Sense. For what
end" To Slease the fancy of fine ladies and Sretty gentlemen ᪽
^Journal, V, .
The fine and the Sretty are recogni]ed and immediately cate
gori]ed into Siles of meaningless things such heaSs hold no value for
a man anchored to the Slain and the Sractical, for a man dedicated to
narrowing the gaS Eetween the e[tremes of oSulence and want. And
so, a tour through the tomEs ofWestminster AEEey in FeEruary  
Sroduces the e[Sected descriStion of heaSs of unmeaning stone and
marEle, while a walk through the Royal Society
s Physic Garden
at Chelsea EmEankment in NovemEer  raises the Tuestion as to
why so many Slants, unidentified as to their use and virtues, are
merely heaSed together to gratify idle curiosity ᪽ ^Journal, V,
 III, .
Clearly, Wesley
s cold contemSt for the trinkets and sSangles, the
marEle and the greenery, adorning eighteenth-century London
e[Soses his concern for a society seemingly mired in waste and
suffocated Ey its own sin. However, he Tuickly dismisses such Slaces
as Co[
s Museum and Chelsea Physic Garden, Sreferring, instead, to
attack the SroElem at its source one live, Sotential Methodist means
more to him than an entire Euilding stuffed with Sir Hans Sloan
s
imSorted fossils.
In other words, John Wesley aSSears comSletely at ease and
assured of himself when he can oSerate uSon his own ground, no
matter how e[tensive the ha]ards or how Eleak the SrosSects for
success. For e[amSle, in Charles STuare, Ho[ton, a violent June
thunderstorm drives away, in the middle of the sermon, Eoth
sheSherd and flock three weeks later, he loses his voice while
Sreaching to a large gathering. Undaunted, he returns to Charles
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STuare in the following month, this time armed with the si[th
chaSter of Micah in the midst of his sermon, a great shout Eegan.
Many of the raEEle had Erought an o[, which they were vehemently
laEouring to drive among the SeoSle. But their laEour was in vain for
in sSite of them all, he ran around and round, one way and the
other, leaving us calmly reMoicing and Sraising God ᪽ ^Journal, II,
.
Farm animals loom large as the ultimate in heavy machinery for
Wesley
s oSSonents, as evidenced Ey another skirmish ᪽ this one at
Great Gardens, off WhitechaSel Road, on SeStemEer , .
Many of the Eeasts of the SeoSle laEoured much to disturE those
who were of a Eetter mind. They endeavoured to drive in a herd of
cows among them Eut the Erutes were wiser than their masters. Not
totally disheartened Ey the failure of their unSredictaEle and
oEviously unmotivated cattle, the demonstrators rely on a more
manageaEle weaSon, the traditional stone
One . . . struck me Must Eetween the eyes Eut I felt no Sain at
all and when I had wiSed away the Elood, went on testifying
with a loud voice that God hath given to them that Eelieve
not the sSirit of fear, Eut of Sower, and of love, and of a
sound mind ᪽ ^Journal. Ill, .
As early as , having oEserved the success of George
Whitefield, Wesley determined to e[Sloit the single advantage from
field-Sreaching he could reach the ears, if not always the minds, of
thousands, as oSSosed to the relatively small numEers who crowded
the chaSels and meeting rooms. Therefore, the disadvantages ᪽
hecklers, hired ruffians, Sress gangs, even the weather ᪽ failed to
damSen his enthusiasm or darken his sSirit. He simSly Eelieved that
anti-Methodists demonstrations would run their course Ey , he
had Sroven himself correct, as witnessed Ey a general decrease in
harassment Sresent at his oSen-air services.
What did discourage Wesley, Sarticularly in London, were condi
tions over which he had no control he could stand only as a helSless
sSectator and watch the Industrial Revolution gain momentum, ever
widening the Ereach Eetween affluence and Soverty and creating the
harsh contrasts that Eecame the trademark of the eighteenth century
English caSital. Thus, he descends uSon Bethnal Green, east of
SSitalfields, to find descendants of Huguenot refugees, most of
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them Mourneyman weavers, crowded into narrow streets and courts
in certain instances, three or four famiUes occuSy a single house.
During the winter of -, Wesley moves among the memEers of
his society residing in Bethnal Green, their miseraEle condition
made worse Ey a severe cold sSell that griSSed the city, free]ing even
certain sections of the Thames. He noted in his Mournal for
January , 
Many of them I found in such Soverty as few can conceive
without seeing it. Oh why do not all the rich that fear God
constantly visit the Soor" Can they sSend Sart of their sSare
time Eetter" Certainly not. So they will find in that day when
every man shall receive his own reward according to his
own laEour.
Continuing his visitation the ne[t day, he oEserves conditions
unseen, at least in his e[Serience, even at Newgate Prison.
One Soor man was Must creeSing out of his sickEed to his
ragged wife and three little children, who were more than
half naked, and the very Sicture of famine when, one
Eringing in a loaf of Eread, they all ran, sei]ed uSon it,
and tore it to Sieces in an instant. Who would not reMoice
that there is another world" ᪽ ^Journal, VI, -.
Indeed, another world does e[ist, although Wesley cannot Tuite see
it. Within two weeks, David Garrick will offer to send to Mrs. Thrale
two hens, and whatever NumEer of Eggs You shall Slease to
order on FeEruary , Horace WalSole will inform Rev. Cole
that The wind to-day is sharSer than a ra]or, and Elows icicles
into one
s eyes. But the weather is not to Ee WalSole
s Srimary
concern like Wesley, his thoughts will focus uSon the matter of
suffering I have Eought at Mr. Ives
s sale immensely dear the
shutters of the altar at St. EdmundsEury . . . they are worthy of the
Bolognese school ᪽ Eut they have suffered in several Slaces, though
not consideraEly. 
From the sTualor of Bethnal Green, Wesley finds little difficulty
in navigating the distance to the center of his evangelical activities,
the Srisons, hosSitals, and workhouses of eighteenth-century
London. Both John and Charles Wesley had Eegun their work in
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these institutions during the infancy of Methodism ᪽ in the winter
of -, following John
s return from Germany where he had
sought to strengthen his ties with Count =in]endorf and the German
Moravians. BiograShers of the two Erothers, as well as historians of
British Methodism, tend to make consideraEle noise aEout this
asSect of their suEMects
 charitaEle work oEviously, Eoth John and
Charles sSent time with and Srovided sSiritual comfort to the
miseraEle occuSants of the Srisons, workhouses, and hosSitals,
Eut neither can really Ee identified with the likes ofJames OglethorSe
or John Howard as true reformers of those asylums.
In fact, at the outset, they could not always gain admission to
attend men who outwardly sought their assistance, as witnessed Ey
two occasions ᪽ August ,  and ASril  ,    ᪽ on which Rev.
Mr. Wilson, the Sarish curate of Clerkenwell, refused John Wesley
entrance to Clerkenwell Prison to Sray with and for the condemned.
Nonetheless, whenever SossiEle, they keSt at the task of trying to
save the souls of London Srisoners, esSecially those housed in
Newgate and Marshalsea one must always Ee aware, however, that
on more than one instance, Eoth the Erothers e[Sressed reservations
regarding the SroEaEility of genuine deathEed reSentance for
Sersons so soon to meet with the King
s hangman.
In a letter of January , , to the editor of the London
Chronicle, Wesley Eegins, Of all the seats of woe on this side hell
few, I suSSose, e[ceed or even eTual Newgate ᪽ ^Letters, IV, .
Yet, he never really set down, in his letters or Mournals, a graShic
descriStion of the Slace ᪽ either of the structure itself or the so-called
hellish conditions therein.A Instead, his concern focuses uSon what
had Eecome, for him, a Tuality far more imSortant and far more
dramatic than the usual sounds and odors of Shysical discomfort.
Thus, on DecemEer , , he Sreaches a sermon at Newgate to
 condemned Srisoners.
While they were coming in there was something very awful
in the clink of their chains. But no sound was heard, either
from them or the crowded audience, after the te[t was
named There is Moy in heaven over one sinner that
reSenteth, more than over ninety and nine Must Sersons that
need not reSentance. The Sower of the Lord was eminently
Sresent, and most of the Srisoners were in tears. A few days
after twenty of them died at once, five of whom died in
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Seace ᪽ ^Journal, VII, -.
As a contrast to this reserved, almost satisfied reaction, consider
Wesley
s outEurst of FeEruary , , following a visit to
Marshalsea Prison, Southwark, which he styled a nursery of all
manner of wickedness. Oh shame to man that there should Ee such a
Slace, such a Sicture of hell uSon earth And shame to those who Eear
the name of Christ that there should need any Srison at all in
Christendom ᪽ ^Journal, IV, . Such was the cry of frustration
from one who e[Sended consideraEle energy seeking mercy for those
whom the Sresent world had aEandoned. And, seemingly, the
Sresent world wanted little helS or interference from those un
willing to acceSt its conventions . . . we are forEid to go to Newgate,
for fear of making them wicked, snarled Wesley in late FeEruary
, and to Bedlam for fear of driving them mad ᪽ ^Journal,
III, .
However, not all charitaEle or Senal institutions in eighteenth-
century London stood as weigh stations of stink and sin, nor did they
slam the door in John Wesley
s face. Again, his success in converting
souls at such Slaces as the London Workhouse at BishoSsgate Street,
St. Luke
s HosSital in northern Moorfields, and St. Thomas
s
HosSital at Southwark was, at Eest, negligiEle Eut at least his
Sresence inside those Euildings gives some life to the cold
commentary and oEservation of contemSorary tourists and
statisticians.
Thus, on FeEruary , , he sees the effects of generous
endowments uSon the London Workhouse it contains aEout a
hundred children, who are in as good order as any Srivate family and
the whole house is as clean, from toS to Eottom, as any gentleman
s
needs Ee. Then follows the usual Tuestion directed to the conscience
of the nation And why is not every workhouse in London, yea,
through the kingdom, in the same order" Purely for want either of
sense, or of honesty and activity, in them that suSerintend it ᪽
^Journal, V, -.
At St. Luke
s, for the Soor insane, he takes time to study the
register, e[Sressing surSrise that three in four at least of those who
are admitted receive a cure. I douEt this is not the case of any other
lunatic hosSital either in Great Britain or Ireland ᪽ ^Journal,
IV, .
Finally, a visit to St. Thomas
s in SeStemEer  Erings forth
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the strongest reaction, for Wesley shifts his focus from Eeds and
registry Eooks to his real interest ᪽ SeoSle. Encouraged Ey the
Satients, he leads them in Srayer and e[hortation. He e[claims
Oh what a harvest there might Ee if any lover of souls who
has time uSon his hands would constantly attend these
Slaces of distress, and, with tenderness and meekness of
wisdom, instruct and e[hort those on whom God has laid
His hands to know and imSrove the day of their visitation ᪽
^Journal, H, .
There e[ists a degree of honesty here so simSle and so intense that
it serves, SerhaSs more than any other Siece of evidence, to cleanse
Wesley of the mud thrown uSon him Ey his rivals. Here is no self-
seeking field Sreacher held aloft Ey the gusts of emSty enthusiasm
here ᪽ inside the rooms and chaSels of London
s Srisons and
hosSitals ᪽ is instead a single human Eeing trying terriEly hard to
estaElish some moral and sSiritual direction for the collective
conscience of his nation.
Thus, with the emShasis uSon that conscience, the London of
John Wesley tends to Ee the city that students of eighteenth century
British literature and history do not always see. His London is not
Sarticularly Sleasant, nor does it necessarily offer much in the way of
those dream-like notions aEout the good life in seemingly
enlightened England. Instead, Wesley draws clearly a mural of
religious e[Seriences and activities ᪽ sermons, meetings, chaSel and
church services, charity work, writing, reading, meditation, reMec
tion, aEuse ᪽ set against a taut EackdroS of frustration there, hoSe
and desSair vie continually with each other to control man
s Shysical
and sSiritual e[istence. On Tuesday, March , , the day Sre
ceding his death, the  year-old Satriarch of the British Methodists
managed to Sronounce these words
HaSSy the man whose hoSes rely
On Israel
s God He made the sky.
And earth, and seas with all their train
His truth for ever stands secure.
He saves th
 oSSressed. He feeds the Soor.
And none shall find his Sromise vain.
᪽ ^Journal, VIII, 

The Sassage constitutes his last e[tended utterance Eut no one
gathered aEout his deathEed in City Road ChaSel e[Sressed surSrise
that the lines Srovided Wesley the oSSortunity for one final comment
uSon the SurSose of his long life as he Sracticed it throughout
Britain and, esSecially, in its crowded caSital.
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AThe thrust of this letter tends toward the sSecific of Newgate Prison in Bristol,
Sarticularly the dramatic reforms having taken Slace there. ᪽
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Ey John Lawson
Last year the American economist, Professor GalEraith, deUvered
a very interesting illustrated series of lectures telecast on our British
television entitled The Age of Uncertainty. Now the age of uncer
tainty is no new thing.
In the eighteenth century JoseSh Butler, the BishoS of Bristol who
was one of the greatest Christian scholars of his age and the sole
defender of the orthodo[ faith against Deism, was invited to Eecome
the ArchEishoS of CanterEury. But he turned the MoE down. He was
not man enough for it. He said, I have not strength to suSSort a
falling church.
An intelligent and devoted man, he was of the oSinion that Chris
tianity was gradually eEEing out in England into a Solite invention of
society. To Sut it in a modern Shrase, SeoSle were Eeginning to think
they had come to the Sost-Christian era. When BishoS Butler made
his statement, he did not recogni]e that a new wave ofChristian faith
and devotion was Eeing Eorn in England in a way he did not antic
iSate and certainly would not aSSreciate.
England was coming to the Eeginning of the Industrial Revolu
tion, and at the same time there was a great new wave of Christian
conviction sSreading among the SeoSle. This was divine Srovidence.
And it is imSortant to rememEer that this same heritage is fully
shared Ey Americans.
Warfare has always Eeen Ead for the Christian religion, and in all
sort of warfare none was worse than the Revolution. After the
American Revolution there was a time of small church attendance in
America and of widesSread unEelief in American universities. At the
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same time God was starting His strange work in England, Tuite
indeSendently He was starting His strange work also in America.
As settlers Sushed farther and farther West, there gradually came
wave after wave of evangelical revival.
The first Sart of this our evangelical and Methodist heritage is a
heritage of Eelief. One very common error aEout Christian Eelief is
that it consists chiefly in the acceStance of oSinions ᪽ correct and
imSortant oSinions aEout God and Christ and His work oSinions
Eased uSon the BiEle and witnessed to Ey the Church. But in the end,
faith is a set of oSinions.
Now that error sets uS Ey reaction an oSSosite error. If religion is a
matter of theoretical oSinions, the Sractical, ]ealous, loving man or
woman is inclined to think that what matters is not theological
theory, Eut righteous conduct. As Ale[ander PoSe Suts it, The
forms and creeds like graceless ]ealots fight, he can
t Ee wrong whose
life is in the right. Then there are other SeoSle who say that religion
consists Srimarily of moral rules, following the noEle e[amSle of
Jesus in Eusy, social activity.
But the evangehcal witness is faith in the heart going out towards
God in Jesus Christ in Senitent trust, love and oEedience. In his
sermon on this suEMect John Wesley says that evangelical saving faith
is not only a train of ideas in the head, Eut also a disSosition of the
heart. I want you to notice that there are two Sarts to this statement
not only, Eut also. Most imSortant is a Easic knowledge aEout God,
Christ, and Christ
s work in His incarnation, cross and resurrection.
Religious faith is not Must a wave of feeling or sentiment. We have to
witness to a historic faith, something that really haSSened. It is not
therefore a matter of oSinion, Eut a definite saving act of God
Serformed in His Son made man, in His wonderful Eirth, in His life
and teachings, in His death and resurrection and glorious ascension.
These imSortant convictions we hold in our mind must also come
home to the heart. They must fire the imagination, the affections and
the moral will. The heart of it all, of course, is that saving faith is a
sense of Sersonal fellowshiS with a loving, Sersonal Savior. Not
only a train of ideas in the head, Eut also a disSosition of the heart.
This much certainly is not sSecial to Methodism. Every recogni]
aEle Sart of the church shares this doctrine, at least in SrinciSle, and
therefore the Methodist Sreaching which we celeErate today was not
new in SrinciSle. There is no more characteristic Shrase in Wesley
s
writing than this . . . the Slain old religion of the Church of
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England, now everywhere sSoken against as Methodism ...
The thing that was new in the Methodist teaching was not a new
formal doctrine, Eut a new grasS of the religion of the heart. Just
around the corner from the old mother Methodist Church in E[eter,
England is a very interesting Norman church full of ancient monu
ments. When John Wesley, coming to visit his Eereaved sister-in-law,
first visited E[eter in , the rector of the Sarish invited him to
Sreach at the church
s usual hours of service. After Wesley Sreached
in the morning service, the invitation to Sreach a second time was
withdrawn. When Wesley asked the rector what was wrong, the
rector reSlied, Well, I acknowledge that your doctrine is orthodo[
and the doctrine of the Church of England, Eut it is not guarded. It
will drive men to enthusiasm or desSair.
You will rememEer, of course, that in the eighteenth century
enthusiasm was what we mean Ey fanaticism. The thing which
had uSset the rector of that church was not what Wesley had said, Eut
rather how he had said it the SeoSle of the congregation were
accustomed to the reading and singing of the magnificent Tudor
English of the Book of Common Prayer liturgy, and then a Slacid
address in which the rector told them that since they were loyal
suEMects of His MaMesty, King George, and resSectful to the mayor
and corSoration, honest in their Eusiness and faithful to their wives,
douEtless they would all go to heaven. Everyone then went home
without a riSSle on the Sond. But when Wesley Sreached the same
doctrine with fire in his eye and the Holy SSirit at work ᪽ well,
SeoSle felt like John Mendholsohn when he first heard John Wesley
Sreach. He commented,I felt my heart Eeating like a Sendulum of a
clock.
It was this new grasS of the religion of the heart that was novel and
strange. John Wesley had Eeen Erought uS on salvation Ey faith in
Jesus Christ. He was Sreaching it Eefore the e[Serience of the heart
strangely warmed with such Sassion that SeoSle thought he was a
fanatic and were deeSly reSulsed. He later affirmed in his Eook that
he was seeking for and Sreaching holiness at this Seriod, Eut after his
e[Serience of the heart strangely warmed he Sreached the same
doctrine with a different effect. Before he nad reSulsed SeoSle. Now,
it still reSulsed some, Eut others were mafvelously converted. This
was the work of God.
When we think of this heritage I
m sure we are sometimes dis
turEed at the freTuent Soverty of sSirit in our congregations, Eoth in
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the United States and England. In our churches there are very many
sincere, good SeoSle who are disturEed at the condition of the world
and who wish they could do something to insSire other folk with a
great sense of SurSose. We say to ourselves, My old grandfather
was so certain of the worthwhileness of effort. He was certain of the
difference Eetween right and wrong, among a fi[ed loyahy, and so
with a Tuiet mind.
But now it all seems to have vanished in an age of uncertainty.
Today there are some SeoSle clinging to the church for the sake of
something to cUng to. Others are drifting away in disillusionment. It
is imSortant to rememEer that this faith which is our heritage is the
gift of God. It is no good trying to Sut it on as an aSSearance Ey
suggestion or Ey autosuggestion.
There is a naughty old story aEout the Sreacher who was finding
his lesson in the SulSit BiEle when he discovered that his senior
Sreacher had left his sermon notes there. As the congregation sang
the hymn, he looked down at the manuscriSt to see that his col
league
s method and aSSroach was very interesting. After awhile he
came to a little Sencil note in the margin which said, Argument weak
at this Soint, shout like hell. I have heard many addresses Ey
imSortant SeoSle in the church, SeoSle who knew that they were
leaders and ought to Ee e[ercising leadershiS, who in fact were giving
themselves away as men desSerately uncertain, who were trying to
shout like hell.
This is not the conviction I
m talking aEout. That strident effort of
the hard-sell, to Sush᪽, this is not the divine gift ofcommunication.
It
s no good time to work yourself uS into it, and to say to yourself, I
ought to Ee more certain of God. I ought to Ee more loving toward
other SeoSle. I ought to have more Sower in Srayer. I ought to I
ought to I ought to .... I ought to .... I ought. This sort of faith
is a work of God in the heart. It is given in resSonse to the Srayer for
faith.
Well, you may say, we all know that in the world of Eusiness you
can
t make money without money. Is it so with religion, that you
can
t Sray for faith unless you
ve got faith" Where do we start" Are we
in a vicious circle" Well, you have a little faith, SerhaSs only that faith
which Jesus comSared to a grain of mustard seed, SerhaSs no more
than a sense that it is a good thing in life to have a religious faith, a
divine restlessness that you don
t have more. This is the Sreliminary
work of the Holy SSirit ᪽ what John Wesley called Srevenient
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grace. And we have to use that small faith to Sray for more faith.
The Srayer of the Christian Eeliever is always, Lord, I Eelieve, HelS
thou my unEelief.
This is where the fellowshiS of the church comes in. God
s strange
work in that somewhat sleeSy eighteenth century England did not
start with a camSaign committee, with a EishoS as chairman and with
a secretary and a filing caEinet and a Eudget and a handout from
Nashville or anything hke that. The first mark that God was doing
some new thing was this Charles Wesley, having sSent his first year
at the university enMoying himself, rememEered the destiny that was
his ᪽ to Ee a clergyman of the Church of England. He rememEered
his uSEringing and he resolved to take his religious duties seriously.
He got together some of his friends and they went each Sunday to
their college chaSel to Holy Communion. In a day when that was
sufficiently unusual ᪽ even in O[ford ᪽ they Eecame the oEMects of
ridicule, riEEing and leg-Sulling. ASSroSriate nicknames stuck to
them, including the one nickname which has remained, the
Methodists. They were not seeking organi]ational success for their
Srogram. They were men on their knees seeking for God. That
s
where it starts.
The second Sart of this heritage is the sSirit of disciSUne. I want
you to note very Sarticularly that I say not organi]ation Eut
disciSline. Organi]ation is the skeleton and the skeleton in the Eody
Ey itself is imSortant Eut dead. DisciSline is the living thing.
DisciSline is the sSirit of stickaEility Eorn of knowing SeoSle in the
fellowshiS as friends who care for us and deSend on us.
Lawrence of AraEia went out to raise the AraEs in reEellion
against their Turkish masters. In that strange Eook of adventures in
the desert. The Seven Pillars of Wisdom, Lawrence ofAraEia says in
one Slace that many an army has Eeen recruited Ey the stirring
e[hortations of a GaraEaldi, Eut no army ever got to the end of a long
hard camSaign without that more Srosaic gift of disciSline.
EveryEody knows his MoE and keeSs on doing it to the end deSending
on everyEody else.
When the revival took Slace, John Wesley was not the greatest
SulSit Sreacher of the movement. This Sosition was SroEaEly
occuSied Ey George Whitefield. He was a Soor Eoy, the son of a
SuElican in Gloucester. He was working his way through O[ford
University, and admired the Holy CluE from a distance. He felt they
were aEove him, Eut in the end he made the acTuaintance of the
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Wesleys and Moined them.
It was George Whitefield who first came to an evangelical
conversion. It was George Whitefield who first had evangelical
conversions to his Sreaching. It was George Whitefield who first
ventured into the oSen air. If you read the works of those who were
looking at the infant Methodist movement from the outside, you will
see they assumed that George Whitefield was the leader of the
movement Eecause he was the great man in the SulSit who could hold
a vast congregation in the hollow of his hand. But he lacked the gift of
disciSline. As John Wesley Sut it, he left his converts a roSe of sand.
After the revival meeting he went on his way and they rela[ed.
Wesley
s greatness was this he Moined the converts to fellowshiS
and this was not the sSirit of coffee and doughnuts in the church
Sarlor. This fellowshiS was what you would call Sastoral counseling,
mutually e[ercised one uSon another in a close grouS, watching over
one another in love, Sraying for one another. He organi]ed circuits
which were not Must financial SartnershiSs to suSSort a Sreacher, they
were fellowshiSs of fellowshiS.
And do we not sometimes face a Soverty here" Particularly in
America where many have Eecome accustomed to large congre
gations, and in SrinciSle, a large congregation is a good thing. But a
Eig congregation is sometimes keSt together Ey the Eusiness methods
of a Srofessional Sreacher. Services in the church are Srovided Ey a
staff of Srofessional assistants of one sort and another. And it
sometimes seems that all the laity can do in the church is to organi]e
the Eudget.
All this organi]ation is not disciSline. It is deeSly unsatisfying. If
we are to Ee true to our evangelical heritage, we must see that our
churches are not overrun Ey the sSirit of Srofessionalism. Our
Tualifications as Sreachers are not the sort of Tualifications that
are enMoyed Ey a doctor, lawyer or teacher.
We must rememEer that God
s Word is eTually true whether it is
declared Ey a Ph.D. or an ordinary minister a lay Sreacher or a
mother who never oSens her mouth in a meeting Eut teaches her
children at home or Ey the faltering words of invitation from one
teenager to another. God
s Word is true not on account of the
Srofessional Tualification of the Sreacher, Eut Eecause it is God
s
Word.
It is SossiEle to gather together a congregation, Euild uS a Eudget,
and set uS a Euilding Ey organi]ational skills and human Sowers of
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Sersuasion Eut this Ey itself, though it may Ee a useful thing, will not
Ering anyEody to God. The real work of the church ᪽ Eringing
SeoSle to God ᪽ can only take Slace if we are the sort of SeoSle who
can Ee used Ey God according to His Slan and with His Sower.
Therefore the secret of renewal of the church is not Srofessional
e[Sertise, Eut devotion ᪽ the Sraying church. Here is a great mark of
authentic, original Methodism ᪽ the ministry of the laity.
There is the old story aEout two fine ladies who were having tea
together and they were comSlaining to one another aEout the
character of domestic servants. One said to the other,  discovered
one of my kitchen maids downstairs with a Methodist, so I dismissed
her.
Oh, said the other who thought herself more oSen-minded,
That was hard on the Soor girl. Why did you do that"
Well, she reSlied,  have discovered from e[Serience that if 
have one maid in my kitchen who is a Methodist, soon all the other
girls will Ee Methodists, too.
Now that was a magnificent triEute to the essential SrinciSle of the
evangelical revival, that the duty of caring for SeoSle, Sraying for
SeoSle, and winning SeoSle rests on all. The lay leaders and lay
Sreachers are not stoSgaSs for a real minister. This is an ideal that we
must rememEer, cherish and Sray for.
I once surSrised my students at Candler Ey saying that the truly
successful minister is the man who can create a church which can do
its work without him. It is in that sort of church that the ordained
minister can do his or her Eest work. Let us Sray then with regular
and disciSlined Srayer not only for the deeSening of our Sersonal
faith, Eut for the deeSening of the faith of the church. Let us Sray that
we may always Ee lifted from Eeing a mere organi]ation concerned to
SerSetuate itself and to outEid our comSetitors. Let us Sray that we
may always Ee a living sSiritual fellowshiS, an instrument to Ee used
Ey God in His time and in His way and with His Sower, for this is our
sole sufficiency and our Methodist heritage. ᪽
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Research into the develoSment of moral reasoning Eegan with Jean
Piaget in Swit]erland. The Moral Judgment of the Child aSSeared
first in French in  and continues to Ee availaEle in Enghsh. It is
Piaget
s oEservation aEout the child
s develoSing sense of suEMective
resSonsiEihty and moral sensitivity to increasingly advanced forms
of Mustice which Srovided the Ease for the research of Lawrence
KohlEerg first of the University of Chicago, and now at Harvard in
moral develoSment. While KohlEerg has Sresented no maMor Eook,
he has Sroduced through his research reSorts and Mournal essays a
veritaEle mountain of literature. Among his Eest works are some
reviewed here.
Thomas Lickona has edited Moral DeveloSment and Behavior
Theory, Research and Social Issues New York Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, , . which is easily at the toS. Lickona is on the
faculty at the State University of New York at Cortland, and is on
leave this year teaching at Harvard and Boston College. In an
oSening chaSter dealing with crucial issues in moral develoSment
and Eehavior, Lickona Srovides an overview of the three maMor
sections in the Eook. These range from theoretical SersSectives on
moral develoSment and Eehavior into a section dealing with
reSorting on research. A final section targets morality and social
issues. While no reader will feel that all contriEutors have written
eTually well and Senetratingly, I have little Tuestion Eut that anyone
interested in moral develoSment will find a do]en chaSters of the
twenty to Ee distinctly Srovocative and helSful. Dr. Lickona has
served us well in recruiting a symSosium of writers reSresenting
widely varying SersSectives. With contriEutors including Urie
BronfenErenner, Martin L. Hoffman, James R. Rest, RoEert L.
Selman, and KohlEerg himself, the editor has Sut together an
e[ceedingly helSful work.
In his own introduction to the volume, Dr. Lickona raises the
Tuestion How does one account for evil in the world" In this
section he summari]es SersSectives from various chaSters, coming at
last to the statement that evil on a large scale must Ee traced to its
origins in individuals, and so the search for understanding turns
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ultimately from the situation to the Serson. Among the SersSectives
e[Slored, Lickona cites chaSter eight with its discussion of shame
and Sride as Eeing a source of hostility and aggression which
affirms the idea that evil emanates from the affective organi]ation
of Sersonality.
There is little Tuestion Eut that moral develoSment research and
theory will continue to inform the church far Eeyond its mere
educational resSonsiEilities. The significance for child-rearing
Sractices, the imSortance for understanding the role and function of
evangelism, and the aEility to see the life of the congregation as an
arena in which we are our Erothers
 and our sisters
 keeSers makes
this field e[ceedingly imSortant to us.
If Lickona
s Eook is regarded as a moral develoSment reader, it
has Eeen followed Tuickly Ey Peter Scharfs Readings in Moral
Education MinneaSolis Winston Press, Inc., , .. Scharf,
who studied with KolhEerg and now teaches at a University in
Cahfornia, has edited an e[tended symSosium focused almost
e[clusively uSon the SuElic school. Parts two and four are distinctly
oriented towards classroom instruction and the aSSlications of moral
education. Part three deals with the teacher as a moral educator and
the school as the social curriculum. An oSening section of some 
Sages offers essays Ey Scharf, KohlEerg, and Fenton, defining and
giving a research Ease to the Eook. Ed Fenton
s chaSter Moral
Education The Research Findings is SerhaSs the most trouElesome
chaSter since he has found only microscoSic research to reSort on.
The immediate task for moral develoSment surely is the sSawning of
significant research in the aSSlication of the Sure science to various
settings where SeoSle may Ee assisted Ey the findings. It is regrettaEle
that education as Serceived in this whole volume Eelongs almost
e[clusively to SuElic schools. Virtually nothing is offered which
might helS Sarents contriEute to either cognitive or moral develoS
ment in the earliest years Eefore the glory of modem American
schooling is Sresented to the child. Part five of Scharfs volume is
devoted to criticism and controversy and Sersons interested in testing
the connection Eetween structuralism Ser se and cognitive structural
develoSment will find Edmund V. Sullivan
s chaSter of Sarticular
Eenefit. These two readers surely reSresent some of the more e[citing
literature in the field currently availaEle. The following titles are of
somewhat less general significance Eut are imSortant for the Serson
attemSting to keeS aEreast of this field of inTuiry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Wren, Brian A., Education for Justice, MaryknoU, NY, OrEis
Books, ,  SS. ..
Hall, Brian P., The DeveloSment of Consciousness A Confluent
Theory of Values, New York, NY, Paulist Press, ,  SS.,
..
Elder, Carl A., Values 	 Moral DeveloSment in Children, Nashville,
TN, Broadman Press, ,  SS., ..
Hall, RoEert T. and John U. Davis, Moral Education in Theory and
Practice, Buffalo, NY, Prometheus Books, ,  SS., ..
Sullivan, Edmund V., Moral Learning Findings, Issues and
4uestions, New York, NY, Paulist Press, ,  SS., ..
Stearns, Bill, AnyEody Here Know Right From Wrong" Wheaton,
IL, Victor Books, ,  SS., ..
Hennessy, Thomas C, Values and Moral DeveloSment, New York,
NY, Paulist Press, ,  SS., .
Donald M. Joy
Professor of Human DeveloSment and Christian Education
E[Sloring Christian Education, edited Ey A. Elwood Sanner and A.
F. HarSer, Kansas City Beacon Hill Press, .  SS.
E[Sloring Christian Education is an aStly-titled Eook which
should have a good receStion as an introductory te[t, esSecially in
institutions of higher learning associated with the Wesleyan-
Arminian tradition. The editors of the Eook, as well as its
contriEutors, are resSonsiEle scholars working mainly in the Church
of the Na]arene and its institutions nonetheless, the Eook is not
denominationally oriented. In my oSinion, it will enaEle the
Eeginning student to do e[actly what the title imSlies, namely, to
e[Slore the ministry of Christian education as a field of study.
A comfortaEle Eook to read, E[Sloring Christian Education offers
few surSrises. There is an evident commitment to evangelical
theology and to a Wesleyan-Arminian understanding of Christian
e[Serience. The esoteric Margon which has come to Ee associated with
some similar Eooks is rarely evident. Throughout, one receives the
imSression that this work has Eeen suSSorted Ey aSSroSriate
research leaders in the religious education movement, leaders in
evangelical Christian education, and recogni]ed scholars in
associated disciSlines are cited regularly. Reading suggestions at the
end of each chaSter, though not e[tensive, are adeTuate enough to
enaEle the student to follow uS toSics of interest Tuite conve-
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niently᪽and, I might add, in works of relatively recent vintage.
In one of the stronger sections of the Eook, F. Franklin Wise
addresses age-level issues in Christian education. Wise
s four
chaSters - Ering together a weahh of material in slightly less
than  Sages which to hurried Sastors, frustrated Sunday school
suSerintendents, and inTuisitive students may Srove to Ee worth
more than the Srice of the Eook. The accomSlishment in these
chaSters is not so much that Wise has offered a creative new way of
understanding age-level issues, Eut that he has, in Erief comSass,
effectively organi]ed materials and conceSts which should Srove
helSful at the Sractical level ᪽ for e[amSle, where Sriorities must Ee
set in local church Srograms. A similar comment is aSSroSriate
concerning Sart I, The Foundations of Christian Education, where
the editors have neatly assemEled a consideraEle Eody of historical,
ShilosoShical, and Sedagogical information which they have
Sresented in readaEle, if not suSremely interesting, fashion.
Even though it has a certain wooden Tuality, there are two reasons
why I Eelieve E[Sloring Christian Education should find a Slace on
the shelves of many individual and institutional liEraries  There is
a consideraEle Ereadth and deSth to its content, and  it is
thoroughly evangelical without that caustic Tuality which renders
some Eooks of this tySe useless to the reader who cannot acceSt every
Soint of view Sresented.
Harold W. Burgess
Associate Professor of Christian Education
AsEury Theological Seminary
The Other Side ofSilence, Ey Morton T. Kelsey, New York Paulist
Press, .  SS.
Here is a Eook SroSosing to set forth a Christian way ofmeditating
which can Ering to ordinary individuals a whole new vision of
reality and new effectiveness in their living. The Other Side of
Silence is a timely Eook in that it has Eeen released during a Seriod of
rising awareness that we Christians need all of the helS we can find in
actuali]ing this kind of vision for reality and effectiveness in our
lives. Thus, it is not surSrising that significant numEers of Christians
have Surchased this reasonaEly Sriced Eook in testimony to the Eelief
that the author has succeeded, at least in Sart, in Sresenting a helSful
way of entering uSon a more satisfactory level of Christian living
through meditation.
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The Other Side ofSilence is addressed to a very Eroad audience Ey
Morton T. Kelsey, an ESiscoSal Sriest vAho has sSent the last decade
teaching Christian education and theology at the University ofNotre
Dame, SossiEly the most Srestigious Roman Catholic institution of
its kind in America. The Soint of view on meditation SroSosed Ey
Kelsey was develoSed during more than  years in the Sarish
ministry and refined more recently in his research and teaching at
Notre Dame. The viewSoint Sresented here was not created in a
vacuum it shows the effects of a thorough knowledge of the BiEle,
church history, theology, the devotional classics, and deSth
Ssychology notaEly the work of C. G. Jung. If a man is to attemSt
to write a Eook on meditation and the Sractice of Srayer, it seems
SroSer that he Ee SreSared Ey life as well as Ey his scholarly studies
in his mature years, then, Kelsey has made such an attemSt.
A key to Kelsey
s SersSective in The Other Side of Silence is his
conviction that God touches SeoSle
s lives ᪽ really. God is there, He
reaches out to individuals not merely in the manner of a vague
Sresence or thinking thought, Eut as a living, loving Being. This
SersSective is suSSorted Ey a model derived from Kelsey
s under
standing    of the New Testament ᪽ esSecially the teaching of Jesus,
 of the early fathers of the church, and  of deSth Ssychology.
Kelsey
s model suggests that humankind is a Eridge linking two
worlds a material one and a sSiritual one. Kelsey argues that the
Sosition of early Christianity was that there is an asSect of human
Sersonality Moined to the Shysical world of matter, as well as an
asSect Moined to the sSiritual world, with the human soul functioning
as an instrument of communication Eetween the two. . . . the soul,
which is Tuite an ama]ing reahty . . . can move in two different
worlds, and must love in Eoth of them if it is to reali]e its Sotential
S. . That asSect of man
s Sersonality in touch with the sSace-time,
material world is associated with his rational consciousness the
deeSer asSects of his Sersonality are those associated with the world
of sSirit. Meditation, then, is the Sractice, the art of letting down
the Earrier that seSarates one
s rational consciousness from the
deSths of one
s soul. In Christian meditation one is trying to come
into touch with the sSiritual world in a way that will oSen one
s whole
Eeing to the reality of this creative and integrating center, or the
Risen Christ SS. , .
Kelsey is careful to distinguish Christian meditation from those
eastern forms of meditation which envision meditation as another
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steS toward release from the illusory character of this world and from
the Eurdens and Sains of this Sresent life. Christian meditation, he
argues, is Tuite different from such eastern Sractices Eecause the
Christian has every right to e[Sect to meet someone, God, with
whom he may e[Serience relationshiS in a Sersonal way.
In the early centuries of the Christian era, Sressured as they were
Ey the ever Sresent tension in a world where at any moment they
might Ee aSSrehended and Sut to death. Christians affirmed the
value of time for meditation. Prayer and meditation Erought them
into contact with God and Srovided them with a consciousness of His
Sresence in their lives. As Christianity Eecame the acceSted thing,
and Sressures eased, the ardor for Srayer and meditation cooled.
Indeed, Kelsey Soints out, there develoSed a two class system in
which only monks and nuns tried to follow the Christian way of close
daily contact with God, while ordinary Christians sliSSed into
heaven Ey the skin of their teeth. The Sresent age, then, seems to Ee a
time for renewing something of the consciousness of the early Church
and to revive the little used Sractice of meditation as one means Ey
which God may Eecome a reality in our day to day lives.
Nearly half of The Other Side ofSilence is given to suggestions on
Eeginning a Srayer life using meditation. The needs for time, silence,
and imagination are thoroughly discussed. In a Sractical chaSter
entitled A Check List for the Journey Inward, Kelsey SroSoses that
the serious Christian make use of the sacrament and ritual of his own
denomination, that he keeS a religious Mournal, that he share his life
and testimony with others, and that he seek sSiritual direction from
mature Christians. Sadly, he notes that one Soint of failure for the
church is that it has Srovided so few individuals caSaEle of giving
sSiritual direction for the many who are seeking this kind of helS.
Here Kelsey notes a serious educational task, namely, to SreSare
individuals for the ministry of Eeing what he calls sSiritual
directors. The final Tuarter of the Eook Sresents  Windows
Inward, or what might Ee called meditational e[ercises.
Conservative Christians will find reason to reMoice in the orthodo[
Christian consciousness demonstrated Ey Kelsey in The Other Side
of Silence. Nonetheless, some will have cause for e[Seriencing
negative reactions to certain meditational Sractices which sometimes
seem to Ee recommended. Kelsey does steS outside the Eoundaries of
conservative, evangelical Protestant Christianity. But it should Ee
recalled that his intended audience is much Eroader than these
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Eoundaries. His chaSter, Aids in the Practice of Silence, is a case
in Soint. Here are SroSosed several Sractices of eastern religion that
may Ee helSful, to wit elements of yoga, =en, Ereath control, etc.
Kelsey admits that these suggestions may sound strange to most
Christian ears. The corrective he SroSoses is for the Christian to
seSarate those meditational Sractices which are suitaEle for use in the
Christian tradition from the theoretical Eackground in which they
develoSed. Here I would oEserve that many sincere Christians will
not have develoSed those critical caSacities which are necessary to
the task of evaluating meditational aids thus, such Christians may
run the risk of involvement in Sractices which have the caSacity and
Sower to lead them afield.
In sSite of the aEove caution,  Eelieve that Morton Kelsey
s The
Other Side of Silence makes a most significant contriEution to
devotional literature. It has a SroSer Slace in the liErary of every
Sastor and on the taEles of many thoughtful laySersons.
Harold W. Burgess
Associate Professor of Christian Education
AsEury Theological Seminary
Process and RelationshiS, edited Ey Iris V. and Kendig BruEaker
Cully, Birmingham Religious Education Press, .  SS.
A festschrift for RandolSh CrumS Miller, Process and Relation
shiS Erings together the current thought of  significant scholars in
the field of religious education. These scholars were asked to address
themselves to matters related to two of Miller
s intellectual interests,
namely, Srocess and relationshiS hence the title. RandolSh CrumS
Miller is Tuite SossiEly the most Srofound shaSer of the religious
education movement during the third Tuarter of the twentieth
century. His  Eook, The Clue to Christian Education, served to
re-focus the then socially oriented attention of the movement uSon
theological issues. Miller
s other writings together with his editorshiS
of Religious Education, the official Mournal of the Religious
Education Association, served to keeS alive his search for the-truth-
aEout-God-in-relation-to-man. Miller
s interests are also Sractical,
he has actively looked for vehicles Ey which the results of his search
for theological truth might Ee incorSorated into the educational
ventures of the church.
The editors of Process and RelationshiS, Iris V. and Kendig
BruEaker Cully, have Eeen in close touch with Miller and his
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educational vision for a numEer of years. Furthermore, they have
moved widely among the scholarly leaders of the religious education
movement. Thus it is ahogether fitting that the Cullys should Ee the
initiators and editors of this timely volume.
Process and RelationshiS is a well conceived Eook which will Ee of
greatest interest to individuals Srofessionally involved in educational
asSects of the church
s ministry. It is a Eook which might Ee thought
of as a kind of samSler. A Erief Eook, every chaSter left me thinking
that the author might SrofitaEly have Eeen given Must a few more
Sages to e[tend his investigation. Process and RelationshiS is also a
good Eook in which each contriEutor seems to share the cream of his
scholarshiS as he leads the reader to critically e[amine imSortant
issues in Srocess relational thought.
Since the contriEutors were commissioned to Ee tentative and
investigative in their Sresentation, most readers will find Slenty of
issues to disagree with. In my oSinion, one of the maMor values of the
Eook is that the contriEutors state their Sosition without Euilding
defensive verEiage around what it is they are trying to say. Since I
wish to commend the contriEutors for acceSting the kind of
vulneraEility thrust uSon them Ey the Cullys, I will not throw stones.
If it is true that most readers will find something to disagree with, it
is likewise true that they will SroEaEly find sections that reflect
interests Eordering on their own tastes. For myself, I resSond warmly
to Sara Little
s chaSter, Ways of Knowing An ASSroach to
Teaching AEout Teaching. She reSorts on a classroom e[Serience
in attemSting to discover the Sertinence for teaching of seven tySes of
knowledge which have relevance to the Christian faith as they are to
Ee found in the works of Plato, Kierkegaard, Bruner, BuEer, Dewey,
and Friere. Boardman W. Kathan
s chaSter, E[emSlar of Process
and RelationshiS may Ee the maMor contriEution of the Eook since it
offers a Erief, informative life of RandolSh CrumS Miller. Kathan
s
chaSter insures that Process and RelationshiS will enMoy regular
circulation in hEraries of institutions offering courses in Christian
education. For me, other significant chaSters are Neely Di[on
McCarter
s Organi]ing the Field of Christian Education, Evert H.
Cousins
 Dialogue with Whitehead
s Process God, and Howard
Grimes
 A Process DeveloSmental View of the Divine Human
RelationshiS.
Process and RelationshiS is a readaEle Eook which should serve to
raise the level of consciousness concerning the imSact of Sro-
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cess relational thought uSon Christian education. It is also a
meaningful triEute to the work of RandolSh CrumS Miller.
I have one suggestion to make The Cullys really ought to Srevail
uSon these same contriEutors to Sroduce a similar work five or ten
years from now.
Harold W. Burgess
Associate Professor of Christian Education
AsEury Theological Seminary
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